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Yamaha's next-gen Helm Master EX brings expanded control to even more boaters. Four is the
magic number for Yamaha Pro Anglers. Introducing the Yamaha Power Pay Program Purchase a
Yamaha Outboard from a Yamaha dealer, register for Power Pay, participate in a Yamaha
sanctioned tournament and profit from being the highest-place finisher. Power and reliability
have their perks. For more than 30 years, Yamaha Outboards have delivered far more than
superior power, performance and efficiency. Purpose-built from the ground up to withstand the
rigors of offshore boating, the XTO introduces a new class of extreme offshore power and
reliability. It produces a mind-blowing 96 amps of net charging power in NEUTRALâ€”all while
powering endless onboard tech and keeping the starting batteries charged. It joins the other
members of the V MAX SHO family in expanding from a bass boat solution to multi-species,
pontoon, and other applications. It's exciting news for all sorts of anglers and boaters. See Offer
Details. See New Product. Yamaha powers fourth consecutive Angler of the Year! See the Full
Story. Power up your winnings Introducing the Yamaha Power Pay Program Purchase a Yamaha
Outboard from a Yamaha dealer, register for Power Pay, participate in a Yamaha sanctioned
tournament and profit from being the highest-place finisher. Learn More and Register. It's Still
All About Reliability. Legendary Yamaha Reliability. Explore XTO Offshore. Click for the 7-Day
Forecast See when the fish are biting! Our patented Shift Dampener System Redesigned and
added to more props. Find the right components for your rig Explore rigging options. Find Your
Nearest Dealer. The company has made headlines with the Niken in the past and this year they
added some new models to the lineup. The high-powered motorcycles are at the peak of the
performance spectrum. The company has several new models and many very good returning
bikes. It offers next-generation styling that features all up the sportbike R-series line. The bike is
perfect for commuting, for a twisty road, and even more than competent on the highway. The
bike features a lightweight diamond type steel frame, with a narrow and compact footprint
overall. The motorcycle features a cc liquid-cooled inline twin-cylinder engine. The YZF-R6
comes with a cc liquid-cooled inline four-cylinder engine that comes mated to a six-speed
manual transmission with a slipper clutch. The bike debuted in , but Yamaha has continued to
keep up on its development to keep it competitive in the segment. The YZF-R1 is one of the
most-extreme sportbikes on the market now. The R1 is an extremely fast bike that only the most
advanced riders can fully experience. The motorcycle features a cc liquid-cooled inline
four-cylinder engine. The bike also comes with a six-speed manual transmission. The engine
features a cross-plane crankshaft and revolutionary electronics like the six-axis Inertial
Measurement Unit. The bike features aerodynamic carbon-fiber bodywork and a racing-focused
design overall. The MT is the entry-level to the Yamaha motorcycle naked line. The bike is
perfect for the commuter or the in-town rider. The MT features a cc liquid-cooled twin-cylinder
engine that is mated to a six-speed manual transmission. The model is lightweight, powerful for
its size, and efficient. This is an aggressive-looking bike that will turn some heads. If the MT is a
little too small for you and you need something that offers a little more, the middle-weight MT is
the right bike. The bike offers plenty of power at an affordable price. The bike keeps with the MT
family styling but it ups the ante way more than the MT ever could. The motorcycle is a serious
bargain. The engine is mated to a six-speed manual transmission. The motorcycle is aimed at
the experienced motorcyclist who wants the best in on-road performance. The engine features
the same engine in the R1 with its cross plane-crankshaft. The bike offers a lot of features, good
luggage space, a comfy saddle, and strong V-twin engine performance. The motorcycle comes
with a 1,cc air-cooled V-twin engine that is fuel-injected. The engine uses a six-speed manual
transmission with a slipper clutch. The bike also features a belt final drive. The Super Tenere ES
offers sophisticated technology, too, like adjustable suspension, heated grips, and a cruise
control system among other technology. The bike features a 1,cc liquid-cooled inline
two-cylinder engine with fuel injection. The engine is mated to a six-speed manual transmission
with a shaft drive. The bike is one of the best adventure touring machines out there. That engine
is mated to a six-speed manual transmission that sends power to a chain final drive. People are
chomping at the bit to get on this bike. The motorcycle features sporty styling with ample
luggage space and a fairly long wheelbase. The bike also offers top-of-the-line technology like
electronic suspension and LED cornering headlights. The motorcycle is powered by a strong
1,cc liquid-cooled inline four-cylinder engine with fuel injection. The engine mates to a
six-speed manual transmission that connects to a slipper clutch. The Tracer GT is one of the
most versatile motorcycles in the entire Yamaha lineup. It offers class-leading touring features
and amenities like saddlebags, heated grips, and cruise control. Pair that with the TFT
instrument screen, different rider modes, and traction control. The bike features the same
liquid-cooled cc inline three-cylinder engine with fuel injection. The engine mates to a six-speed
transmission with a slipper clutch. This is one of the best all-around motorcycles on the market
today. This is the same bike, essentially but it is just a little more stripped down and simple than

the GT version. The Tracer has a liquid-cooled inline three-cylinder engine with a displacement
of cc. The engine is fuel injected and mated to a six-speed manual transmission with a slipper
clutch. The Tracer is another great choice if you need an awesome all-around bike. The Yamaha
Niken is a three-wheeled motorcycle. The bike features the same liquid-cooled inline
three-cylinder with a displacement of cc that is in the Tracer motorcycle. The Niken GT is an
up-fitted version of the Niken. It still offers three wheels. It still offers the ability to lean like a
typical motorcycle. The bike gets a few more accessories and features than the standard bike,
including some luggage bags to either side of the bike. The motorcycle again features the same
liquid-cooled inline three-cylinder engine with a displacement of cc with fuel injection that is
used on the Tracer The engine is mated to a six-speed manual transmission with a slipper
clutch. However, as you can see, the bike features retro styling that sets it apart not only from
the MT but the rest of the Yamaha lineup overall. The XSR features a natural riding position with
a short swingarm and a lightweight design. The motorcycle features a cc liquid-cooled inline
twin-cylinder engine with fuel injection. The XSR might look like a vintage ride, but it offers
some cutting-edge electronics like ride-by-wire engine control, adjustable throttle response, and
an adjustable traction control system. While there are more powerful and new power cruisers
out there, the VMAX was one of the first of its kind and it deserves some respect. The VMAX
features a 1,cc liquid-cooled V-four engine with fuel-injection and a five-speed manual
transmission with a slipper clutch. The bike also features a low-maintenance shaft drive. The
VMAX is one of the most interesting motorcycles in the lineup. If you like the classic cruiser
style but you want a cruiser that has an actual V-twin engine, then this is the model for you. The
V-twin engine in the V Star is, as you can probably imagine, a cc displacement air-cooled
engine. It features a simple Mikuni carburetor and is mated to a five-speed manual transmission.
To show beginner riders how to ride. Pair the cruiser styling with performance suspension and
a torque-heavy powerband and you have one of the best retro-styled bikes out there. The
motorcycle features an air-cooled fuel-injected V-twin engine with a displacement of cc. The
engine mates to a five-speed manual transmission. From there, power goes to the wheel via a
belt drive. If the Bolt is close to what you want but not quite there yet, the Bolt R-Spec is the
next step up. It features everything that the Bolt has but the R-Spec improves on the package
with rear shocks, spoke cast alloy wheels, and updated paint schemes. The engine on the Bolt
R-Spec is the same as the one on the regular Bolt. The cc V-twin packs plenty of power and a
five-speed manual transmission. The bike is seriously focused on the off-road, but it has more
than enough capability on the road. The motorcycle is known for its reliability and toughness.
The motorcycle is one of the few with some good, chunky tires. If you need a good farm bike,
here you go. The motorcycle features a super reliable cc air-cooled single-cylinder engine with
plenty of low-end and mid-range torque. The engine features a five-speed manual transmission.
Another good dual sport with a low displacement engine is the XT The bike is light and nimble,
with a low seat height. The motorcycle is another great option for around-town riding and
off-road riding. The motorcycle features a cc air-cooled, fuel-injected single-cylinder engine. It
produces predictable torque across the rev range, making it more suitable for a wider range of
roads than the TW The XMAX is the ultimate sport scooter that combines sporty riding with the
practicality of a scooter. The scooter was an important model in Europe and Yamaha thought it
was a good idea to bring it to the U. The engine is connected to an automatic CVT that makes
for a smooth accelerating vehicle. The bike is one of the best sub cc scooters on the market.
The bike features a fuel-injected liquid-cooled four-stroke single-cylinder with a displacement of
cc. Last, but certainly not least, we have the Zuma The bike features an air-cooled cc
single-cylinder engine with fuel injection. The engine connects to a V-Belt automatic
transmission. The bike is a quick and nimble little bike with a twist-n-go throttle. Wade Thiel
divides his time between motorcycles, cars, and the outdoors. He lives in Indianapolis, Indiana,
and tries not to let the cold winter months get him down too much. We can add dirt bikes if you
want. We focused on on-road bikes since our core audience is there. XT or TW? I will use it on
the road to get to the desert. Any other recommendation? The T will arrive mid When I spoke
with the Yamaha guys at the Vancouver motorcycle show, they were now expecting the first
ones to arrive in May, to customers in June. The bike line up does nothing for me. Baby cruiser,
frankly it does nothing to encourage me to buy a new bike. Looks like I will be stripping one of
my Viragos and rebuilding or in fact getting it professionally rebuilt. Get latter mods as well as
getting an old new bike. Nothing here. Your email address will not be published. Sign Up Today
Get all the best motorcycle news, reviews and deals delivered to your inbox weekly. About the
author. January 17, Cameron Martel. Sven Steindorff. Mohd Yazan. Michael S Hayse. Wheres the
tenere ? January 29, January 30, September 16, Roger Mew. October 24, Leave a reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Model Year Motorcycles. Find A Product Search
for:. Reliable and unbiased advice here. Make Smart Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth

guides to help riders understand what to look for, how to weigh options and make good buying
decisions. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By
continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Using
Yamaha's screen-flow technology, you can play even the longest piece of sheet music without
ever having to turn a page. This keeps your eyes on the music and your hands on the keys
where they belong! Unique mixing tools allow you to listen to and play along with band, or
isolate the keyboard track for reference. And slow down any song to practice, or speed it up to
test your skill! Each piece of sheet music is matched with an audio backing track that has been
recorded by top studio musicians, complete with lead vocals. That provides you an "In the
Band" playing experience! Hands-free page turning in portrait or landscape view offers a
seamless playing experience! NoteStar now offers 4 types of songs so you can choose the
experience that's best for you. All NoteStar songs feature automatic, hands-free page turning in
time with the music, so you can keep your hands on the keys where they belong. The songs in
this series feature separate reference audio tracks for keyboard left and right hands. Each audio
track can be independently muted for hands separate or hands together practice and
performance. The songs in this series feature a realistic audio backing track and a separate
keyboard reference audio track. Each audio track can be independently muted for practice or to
provide a unique 'in the band' performance experience. The songs in this series feature a
professional audio backing track and separate keyboard reference and lead vocal audio tracks.
Each of the aforementioned tracks can be independently muted for practice or to provide a
unique in-the-band performance experience, with or without vocals. This series combines
classical songs and exercises from composers such as Czerny, Beyer and Hanon into a perfect
lesson for the practicing pianist. Like Piano Solo songs, Lesson Collections feature reference
audio tracks for keyboard left and right hands. Each audio track can be independently muted for
hands separate or hands together performance. Connecting iPad to your instrument allows
NoteStar to transmit the piano reference tracks to the instrument during playback. Plus, you can
use the foot pedals to turn pages. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. App
Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Pianos Toggle navigation. Hands-free, smooth flowing and
easy-to-read sheet music. Professional audio backing tracks synchronized with sheet music
Each piece of sheet music is matched with an audio backing track that has been recorded by
top studio musicians, complete with lead vocals. Transpose any song with the touch of a
button. Several note size options with automatic sheet music resizing. Displays in both portrait
and landscape orientations. A diverse catalog that is always expanding. Special functions for
owners of compatible Yamaha keyboards. Case Studies. Special Contents. Using Yamaha's
screen-flow technology, you can play even the longest piece of sheet music without ever having
to turn a page. This keeps your eyes on the music and your hands on the keys where they
belong! Unique mixing tools allow you to listen to and play along with band, or isolate the
keyboard track for reference. And slow down any song to practice, or speed it up to test your
skill! Each piece of sheet music is matched with an audio backing track that has been recorded
by top studio musicians, complete with lead vocals. That provides you an "In the Band" playing
experience! Hands-free page turning in portrait or landscape view offers a seamless playing
experience! NoteStar now offers 4 types of songs so you can choose the experience that's best
for you. All NoteStar songs feature automatic, hands-free page turning in time with the music,
so you can keep your hands on the keys where they belong. The songs in this series feature
separate reference audio tracks for keyboard left and right hands. Each audio track can be
independently muted for hands separate or hands together practice and performance. The
songs in this series feature a realistic audio backing track and a separate keyboard reference
audio track. Each audio track can be independently muted for practice or to provide a unique 'in
the band' performance experience. The songs in this series feature a professional audio
backing track and separate keyboard reference and lead vocal audio tracks. Each of the
aforementioned tracks can be independently muted for practice or to provide a unique
in-the-band performance experience, with or without vocals. This series combines classical
songs and exercises from composers such as Czerny, Beyer and Hanon into a perfect lesson
for the practicing pianist. Like Piano Solo songs, Lesson Collections feature reference audio
tracks for keyboard left and right hands. Each audio track can be independently muted for
hands separate or hands together performance. Connecting iPad to your instrument allows
NoteStar to transmit the piano reference tracks to the instrument during playback. Plus, you can
use the foot pedals to turn pages. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. App
Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Pianos Toggle navigation. Hands-free, smooth flowing and
easy-to-read sheet music. Professional audio backing tracks synchronized with sheet music
Each piece of sheet music is matched with an audio backing track that has been recorded by
top studio musicians, complete with lead vocals. Transpose any song with the touch of a

button. Several note size options with automatic sheet music resizing. Displays in both portrait
and landscape orientations. A diverse catalog that is always expanding. Special functions for
owners of compatible Yamaha keyboards. Using Yamaha's screen-flow technology, you can
play even the longest piece of sheet music without ever having to turn a page. This keeps your
eyes on the music and your hands on the keys where they belong! Unique mixing tools allow
you to listen to and play along with band, or isolate the keyboard track for reference. And slow
down any song to practice, or speed it up to test your skill! Each piece of sheet music is
matched with an audio backing track that has been recorded by top studio musicians, complete
with lead vocals. That provides you an "In the Band" playing experience! Hands-free page
turning in portrait or landscape view offers a seamless playing experience! NoteStar now offers
4 types of songs so you can choose the experience that's best for you. All NoteStar songs
feature automatic, hands-free page turning in time with the music, so you can keep your hands
on the keys where they belong. The songs in this series feature separate reference audio tracks
for keyboard left and right hands. Each audio track can be independently muted for hands
separate or hands together practice and performance. The songs in this series feature a
realistic audio backing track and a separate keyboard reference audio track. Each audio track
can be independently muted for practice or to provide a unique 'in the band' performance
experience. The songs in this series feature a professional audio backing track and separate
keyboard reference and lead vocal audio tracks. Each of the aforementioned tracks can be
independently muted for practice or to provide a unique in-the-band performance experience,
with or without vocals. This series combines classical songs and exercises from composers
such as Czerny, Beyer and Hanon into a perfect lesson for the practicing pianist. Like Piano
Solo songs, Lesson Collections feature reference audio tracks for keyboard left and right
hands. Each audio track can be independently muted for hands separate or hands together
performance. Connecting iPad to your instrument allows NoteStar to transmit the piano
reference tracks to the instrument during playback. Plus, you can use the foot pedals to turn
pages. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. App Store is a service mark of
Apple Inc. Pianoer Toggle navigation. Find forhandler. Hands-free, smooth flowing and
easy-to-read sheet music. Professional audio backing tracks synchronized with sheet music
Each piece of sheet music is matched with an audio backing track that has been recorded by
top studio musicians, complete with lead vocals. Transpose any song with the touch of a
button. Several note size options with automatic sheet music resizing. Displays in both portrait
and landscape orientations. A diverse catalog that is always expanding. Special functions for
owners of compatible Yamaha keyboards. Spesielt innhold. Using Yamaha's screen-flow
technology, you can play even the longest piece of sheet music without ever having to turn a
page. This keeps your eyes on the music and your hands on the keys where they belong!
Unique mixing tools allow you to listen to and play along with band, or isolate the keyboard
track for reference. And slow down any song to practice, or speed it up to test your skill! Each
piece of sheet music is matched with an audio backing track that has been recorded by top
studio musicians, complete with lead vocals. That provides you an "In the Band" playing
experience! Hands-free page turning in portrait or landscape view offers a seamless playing
experience! NoteStar now offers 4 types of songs so you can choose the experience that's best
for you. All NoteStar songs feature automatic, hands-free page turning in time with the music,
so you can keep your hands on the keys where they belong. The songs in this series feature
separate reference audio tracks for keyboard left and right hands. Each audio track can be
independently muted for hands separate or hands together practice and performance. The
songs in this series feature a realistic audio backing track and a separate keyboard reference
audio track. Each audio track can be independently muted for practice or to provide a unique 'in
the band' performance experience. The songs in this series feature a professional audio
backing track and separate keyboard reference and lead vocal audio tracks. Each of the
aforementioned tracks can be independently muted for practice or to provide a unique
in-the-band performance experience, with or without vocals. This series combines classical
songs and exercises from composers such as Czerny, Beyer and Hanon into a perfect lesson
for the practicing pianist. Like Piano Solo songs, Lesson Collections feature reference audio
tracks for keyboard left and right hands. Each audio track can be independently muted for
hands separate or hands together performance. Connecting iPad to your instrument allows
NoteStar to transmit the piano reference tracks to the instrument during playback. Plus, you can
use the foot pedals to turn pages. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. App
Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Pianos Toggle navigation. Hands-free, smooth flowing and
easy-to-read sheet music. Professional audio backing tracks synchronized with sheet music
Each piece of sheet music is matched with an audio backing track that has been recorded by
top studio musicians, complete with lead vocals. Transpose any song with the touch of a

button. Several note size options with automatic sheet music resizing. Displays in both portrait
and landscape orientations. A diverse catalog that is always expanding. Special functions for
owners of compatible Yamaha keyboards. Special Contents. Discover the chords in audio
tracks instantly with the Yamaha Chord Tracker app! The remote controls for the DisklavierE3
and
remington rm4620 parts diagram
mercedes e350 serpentine belt diagram
89 s10 tahoe
DKC have been adapted for use with smartphones, making remote operation possible with
such intuitive actions as touches and flicks. Piano Diary is a free Core MIDI application
designed to easily record, archive and share your daily piano performances. MusicSoft Manager
enable you to directly access the Yamaha MusicStore from your iPhone, iPad and iPod touch,
purchase contents and then transfer to your instrument making easier to practice and play your
favorite songs. My Music Recorder is a free application designed for parents to easily record,
archive and share their children's daily musical performances. Expand your Repertoire,
maximize your musical enjoyment. Using Repertoire Finder you can quickly and easily find new
registration song settings. Pianos Toggle navigation. Smart Pianist. Chord Tracker. Digital
Piano Controller. E3 Controller. Piano Diary. MusicSoft Manager. My Music Recorder. Repertoire
Finder Discontinued. Enter Archived Product Name. Case Studies. Special Contents.

